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The mysterious, indomitable warrior? Ruthless criminal overlord? The Riel'gesh - mythical

demigod? Dedicated friend and protector? Equipped with skills far beyond those of the outworlders,

Rezkin has been suddenly thrust into a foreign world. The young warrior clings to his only known

purpose as he continues his search for any information about his identity and the reason for his

existence. While the hardened warrior scorns both dueling and tournaments, he believes some of

the answers he seeks may be found at the King's Tournament, the greatest dueling championship

in all of the kingdoms. As he searches for the elusive Striker Farson, who may be the only person

alive who holds the clues, the young warrior and his friends embark on a journey fraught with

danger, mystery, and intrigue. Amid fears of the kingdom's economic collapse, rumors of an

eminent military draft, and the machinations of a mad, tyrannical king, a new revelation threatens to

upend all the warrior's plans. This book is intended for adult listeners. It contains graphic violence,

creative language, and sexual innuendo. This book does not contain explicit sexual content.
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The author portrayed women in this book in such a way that I can't help but feel he doesn't have

much respect for women in general. They were depicted as extremely petulant, catty, and childish.

It's a shame they were so one-dimensional as to be almost caricatures, because the rest of the

story was enjoyable (which is why I gave it four stars.) But, if I had to read one more time about how

the women batted their eyelashes or got into cat fights over the super handsome main character or



the phrase, "I'm a warrior, not a healer!", I would've thrown my kindle at a wall.

While book one introduces us to the major characters, culture, some history and geography, this

book takes us to the edge of a precipice and makes us want to jump blindly off!!!!!!!Absolutely can't

wait for book 3. Hope it's not a long wait. Going to re-read both available book to find every hidden

nugget of information.Do you love Michael Manning? Kel Kade has his own style, but I bet you will

love his books just as much.

You need to buy these books they are fast paced and you just cannot put them down. I have both

audio books and have listened to both of them over three times and each time I catch another detail.

I finally broke down and bought the eBook. these books have a ridiculous amount of re-readability.

Kel Kade describes the things you want and need and leaves the rest. The action is good, the

character development is superb. Getting to walk with Rezkin as he slowly starts to realize that he is

not normal, that his childhood was not a childhood and that despite his training and everything that

happened he can still feel and maybe even love is enthralling to say the least. FYI besides some

violence these books would be safe for your children.

Great followup to the first novel, and way more character depth (at least for a few of them).

Definitely a manual for how to be civil, respectful and honorable... with some kickass fight scenes,

stupid swooning and jealous women (seriously, can you stop that?) and a setup for a third novel to

really wrap it all up. Please finish the novel soon, I don't think I have it is me to wait months, years,

decades to finish off a good series like this.

An engrossing adventure tale with compelling characters and a complex, multi-layered story line.

There are portions that are laugh-out-loud funny as well when Rezkin's understanding of the world -

and women in particular - conflict with the reality of the "outworld" he has been cast into. I am

always looking for great new authors and am just thrilled to have found Kel Kade and his King's

Dark Tidings Series.

This book is a combination of the movies....The Professional and V for Vendetta combined, only

better!I do not aim to spoil it for anyone (though most people read reviews after the book)Just dive

in, this book is superb!



He really followed through after a great first book.This sequel really grabs you and the characters

themselves take the story into so many new open threads .....I can't wait for more.I read a lot .....i.e.

book a day maybe a book every two days.If it where in the old days where there was no kindle

option.I would buy the hard cover for +-$20 and not wait for the paperback...The Desire to want to

know what happens ..... is killing me.Well done:)I most likely will be buying all of his stories going

forward..

If you wish to know why I rated this book as I did, please review my rating for book #1 then see

below.This book exceeded book one in multiple ways in my opinion.I would safely increase my

ratings by .25 on almost all categories that can be increased. The area(s) that still have not

increased are the Grammar and Spelling. The mistakes do not hamper my enjoyment nor do they

disrupt the flow, at least in my opinion.Specifically, book two was better with respect to the

developing plotline and the increase in the action component.I am looking forward to the next

glimpse into the life of Rezkin, et al.Kel Kade, I send you my best regards.Clifford J. Phillips
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